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transport you to your destinations and a vehicle that get you to your desired miles and at the
same time letting you experience the luxury and comforts of performance and elegance. And if
you're looking for such experience, might as well get a Ford vehicle; with models ranging from
cars to trucks, these name offers more that just transportation means its power performance.
Functions and reliability are in line with the name Ford too; their durable trucks and pickups are
proof enough. Whether you're loading luggage or heavy cargos, you can trust Ford vehicles to
handle them all. Ford tailgate and other Ford accessories and aftermarket parts are also
available for a more enhanced function. Tailgates, mainly, are defined as the door that can be
moved up or down on a vehicle specifically trucks and pickups. Probably, if you're driving Ford
F-series vehicles, you'll be familiar with tailgates and its specifications. Tailgates are useful
especially if you're using your Ford vehicles for loading and transporting cargoes, say,
furniture, garden materials or utensils and other heavy materials. Installing tailgate in your
vehicle can ease up your loading duties as well as more convenient. Tailgates in some vehicles
can be a standard part while others may not include them and you'll have to buy if you wish to
have one. If you intent to use your Ford pickups or trucks to function more than what its
minimum package could offer, like for example loading heavy things into it and you want the
loading process to be easy and convenient; you might as well install tailgate that is not just
functioning but also offers superior quality and durability. And if you're looking for one that will
fit your Ford, the market offers wide array of tailgate that are made especially to fit Ford
vehicle's specifications. You may find tailgates in different kinds and specifications; such may
vary depending on the type and trim of model you have. Tailgates for Ford may be available in
various colors, sizes, designs, makes and finishes. For your choices, OEM tailgates, aftermarket
tailgates, factory original tailgates are available. The Ford F is a beloved American workhorse,
with its tailgate receiving heavy use and wear. Based on mechanism, these can be classified as
drop-down, swing, split and multi-way tailgates. This part is available for sale individually or as
part of a kit. No other truck is more iconic than the Ford F This much-beloved vehicle has
consistently topped sales charts since its debut in One of the many things that make the F the
quintessential American truck is its heavy-duty utility, with the tailgate receiving the most abuse
and wear. This part is typically found on vehicles that have large rear storage compartments.

The tailgate allows easy access for loading cargo at the back of the vehicle. It also securely
encloses the compartment to prevent payloads from falling off while the vehicle is in motion. A
tailgate assembly is comprised of several parts that are attached to the trunk or bed of a
vehicle. The aluminum or steel panel that acts as the main rear door is called the tailgate shell.
Inside this metal panel is a latch mechanism connected to the tailgate handle that allows you to
lock it in place. On the side or bottom of the panel are hinges that allow the tailgate shell to
swing open and close. Electric mechanisms can also be used to automate these gates. There
are four types of tailgates based on how the door swings open: drop-down, swing, split, and
multi-way. Drop-down tailgates are the most common style of rear doors installed in trucks.
This mechanism has hinges fitted at the bottom of the tailgate shell, allowing the door to
drop-down. The laid out panel can be used as an extension of the truck bed, providing more
space to carry long pieces of pipes or lumber. A swing tailgate features hinges installed on the
side of the truck bed, allowing the gate to swing open like a regular door. Unlike a drop-down
tailgate, this type requires significant space at the rear of the vehicle to completely open the
gate. Split tailgates use a similar hinge mechanism but address the problem of space by using
two doors hinged on opposite sides. This type of tailgate is recommended for trucks and vans
used for towing. Split doors make it easier to access the back of the vehicle, even if it is hitched
to a trailer or camper. Truck manufacturers have come a long way in innovating tailgate design.
We are starting to see newer models feature gates that fold multiple ways, convert into load
stops and steps, and transform into functional workbenches on the go. There have been
thirteen generations of the F-series trucks since they were introduced in the mids. Each
generation features varying part sizes. While it is possible to install this part on your own, we
recommend going to a trusted mechanic for proper and secure fitting. A damaged tailgate
reduces the functionality of your truck significantly. To get the most utility out of your Ford F,
replacing a faulty tailgate must be a priority. Metal tailgates are prone to developing rust and
corrosion over time. Failing to replace a rusted part can cause the damage to spread to other
parts of your vehicle. Internal components inside the tailgate shell are rarely checked until a
problem occurs. By this time, the damage may become so extensive that the replacement of the
tailgate assembly may be necessary. However, these small issues can pile up and become a
costly repair in the long run. Dents and rust on a vehicle could give off the impression that you
personally are rough and rugged, though it is much more likely that you'll seem just as unkempt
and neglected as will your Ford will look, so if this is the case with your tailgate, fix it up with a
new Ford tailgate. When you shop with us, this will not be an expensive project and installation
is usually fairly simple, so there really is no need to leave your Ford tailgate looking poorly.
Dents on your Ford tailgate can lead to rust, as rust typically begins where paint chips off and
where tiny fissures form. Cosmetically, a rusted Ford tailgate is not a pretty sight, but
structurally speaking, rust spreads quickly to destroy the metal of your automotive body, and
should be dealt with as promptly as possible. Our well-organized and efficient online catalog
makes it easy to locate the best Ford tailgate replacement options for your specific model and
year, all you'll need to do to is enter your basic vehicle information, and the list will quickly
appear on the screen before you. When you are ready to order your Ford tailgate replacement,
you can enjoy the convenience of anytime ordering by using our secure ordering site, which will
protect your personal information with up-to-date encryption. Our toll-free telephone number is
also available to take your Ford tailgate order if you would rather order by phone, and is
professionally staffed with a customer service crew that is ready to be of assistance. Our rapid
order processing system will soon have your new Ford tailgate replacement on the way.
Located at the rear part of the vehicle, your Ford tailgate is very helpful when it comes to
securing your cargo from the elements. However, it will wear out over time just like the other
components in the vehicle, or it may get damaged due to rear collision. You may possibly
experience an immovable tailgate due to rust or due to broken mechanism. So to prevent further
damage, you must take immediate actions to fix your Ford tailgate. Here is a step-by-step guide
that can surely help you:. Step 1: Before starting, make sure that the emergency parking brake
of your vehicle is engaged. Since you will be working on the rear part of the ride, you will not be
able to monitor its other end. To prevent it from moving, engage the parking brake. Step 2: Now
if the repair problem of your Ford tailgate is about a dent, you must locate all the trims that may
hinder you from accessing the dent. Do this with the help of a screwdriver and trim remover.
Step 3: Once you have a clear access to the dent, use a body hammer to strike the dent out.
After that, make use of a dolly to restore the form of the dented surface. Do not stop until the
surface is even once again. Step 4: This time, buff the dented area to remove the damaged
paint; you can use at least grit sandpaper. You may continue buffing the surface using
sandpaper with higher grit. Determine if the surface has become smoother by placing the flat
side of your palm over the panel. Step 1: Inspect the tailgate to see the amount of repair that

you need to accomplish. One way of doing this is by opening and closing the tailgate
repeatedly. This will let you know if its hinges are still in good condition. If the tailgate is moving
with resistance and does not line up properly once it is closed, then you need to replace its
hinges. Step 2: This time, inspect the latch area of the tailgate. This can be found nearby the
inner part of the tail lights. Step 3: Release the access panel on the rear end of the tailgate with
the help of a screwdriver. This will give you access to the tailgate handle. Step 4: Once you have
a clear view of the handle, inspect its middle part to determine if all its linkages are moving
smoothly. If not, then one of the pieces may be stuck on a certain area. Step 5: Now inspect the
clips that serve as the connection of the tailgate handle and the tailgate latches. If they are
broken, then they are the culprit. So, you must replace all of them. We've Made a Site Update.
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